Trustive’s Brazilian Network grows by almost 50%
Trustive’s Brazilian WiFi network expands to 2500+ premium locations and includes
full coverage (in both the arrival and departure halls) at 10 international Brazilian
airports.
London, 13/10/2011; Trustive, a leading international WiFi access provider and No1 in Europe,
is very proud to be able to announce an almost 50% increase in it’s Brazilian WiFi coverage,
following the extension of its agreement with local operators, including major growth of Linktel’s
network. This latest expansion brings the number of premium Trustive WiFi hotspots in Brazil to
2500 locations, a real asset for Trustive customers travelling to or through the area.
Established 12 years ago, Linktel operates a WiFi network using the newest technology that
complies with strict parameters of performance, safety and quality and thus guarantees large
capacity bandwidth for data traffic. Trustive, on the other hand, has formed partnerships with
80+ local operators around the world, like Linktel, in order to create one unified, global WiFi
network. Trustive’s customers can enjoy seamless WiFi access across this entire network of
300,000 premium WiFi hotspots in 130 countries (via a single username and password plus a
range of WiFi software for both computers and smartphones that automate the log in process).
Trustive’s expanded WiFi coverage in Brazil now includes full coverage (in both the arrival and
departure lounges) at 10 international airports (São Paulo - Guarulhos, Congonhas and
Viracopos, Rio de

Janeiro - Galeão and Santos Dumont, Confins, Curitiba, Brasília,

Florianópolis and Porto Alegre), in the main shopping malls across Brazil, in popular restaurant
chains, such as America Restaurante, in the 4-5* Estanplaza (including the Gran Estanplaza in
Sao Paulo) and Transamérica hotels as well as full coverage across the university campuses of
the PUC (Pontifícia Universidade Católica de São Paulo) and the Instituto Mauá de Tecnologia
All Trustive WiFi passes are valid across Trustive’s entire WiFi hotspot network of 300,000
premium hotspots and offer customers real control over their budgets, with secure online
payments & usage monitoring. In addition, Trustive offers a range of WiFi software for
computers (Windows, Mac, Asus Eee PC), smartphones (iPhone and Android) and tablets (iPad
and Android) to detect and connect to Trustive hotspots as well as a free secure web browser
for customer’s additional peace of mind. For up-to-date information about Trustive’s WiFi
coverage in Latin America or worldwide, customers can consult Trustive’s online WiFi hotspot
locator: www.trustive.com/hotspots/.
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About Trustive
Trustive gives travellers comprehensive WiFi coverage by combining the hotspot locations of more than 80+ leading
WiFi operators into one unified, global network of 300,000+ WiFi hotspots in 130 countries and allowing Trustive
customers access to these locations through a single click (single username and password plus a range of WiFi software
for both computers and smartphones that automate the log in process). For more information about Trustive’s range of
mobile internet access services or to consult Trustive’s online coverage directory, please visit www.trustive.com.
If you are an operator, interested
http://www.trustive.com/operators/

in

joining

or

using

Trustive’s world-class WiFi

network, please

visit:

About Linktel
Linktel is an operator that offers global telecommunications solutions in a practical and effective way, providing fast and
secure communications. Established 12 years ago as a partner of Linktel Lightwave Inc., which specializes in the
deployment of optical networks in the West Coast of the United States.
As member and participant of the Wi-Fi Alliance and WiMAX Forum® communities, Linktel has a network that complies
with parameters of performance, safety and quality established and recognized on a worldwide basis, keeping pace with
the latest global technological trends.
For more information about Linktel´s technology, backbone, coverage, range of services or to consult our hotspot list in
Brazil, please visit www.linktelcorp.com.
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